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Book of Stories
Jason Kao Hwang’s Critical Response  

(True Sound Recordings)
by John Sharpe

Jason Kao Hwang confines himself to the electric violin 
on Book of Stories by his Critical response trio, completed 
by Anders Nilsson (electric guitar) and michael t.A. 
thompson (drums), which might suggest an orientation 
toward jazz fusion. but the only fusion here is of diverse 
stylistic influences into an expansive personal vision. 
the familiar attributes of any date by Hwang stand 
present and true: finely crafted compositions, expressive 
bowing and an orchestral palette, even though there are 
only three participants.

Hwang first used electric violin in his Far east Side 
band in the ’90s, but his interest was rekindled during 
the making of Uncharted Faith, his duet with electronicist 
J. A. Deane in 2021. While amplification doesn’t alter 
his balance between melody and abstraction, between 
floating rubato and earthy groove, it does offer a novel 
spread of colors with which to achieve them. the trio 
format ensures plenty of exposure for everyone. Nilsson 
similarly utilizes effects to stretch his sonic signature 
and blends well with the violin. both he and thompson 
prove comfortable across a range of genres—jazz, 

funk, rock, improv and chamber music—and make the 
transitions between them seem unforced and natural.

Hwang’s originals tend to fall into multiple sections. 
“Upside Circle Down”, inspired by the leader’s youthful 
years in the east Village, provides a case in point. It 
begins with an exchange of trilling, heavily fuzzed violin 
and organ-like guitar, propelled by martial drums, 
which comes on like a Sun ra keyboard blowout. A 
percussive boogaloo leads to an almost bucolic guitar 
strum which sets up a lilting air. Nilsson’s blues-inflected 
lines interweave with mournful violin, before plaintive 
bowing introduces a series of questioning unison 
phrases. It’s a characteristic Hwang amalgam of emotion 
and enigma. the most straightforward cut is the final 
“Friends Forever”, as tender and heartfelt as the title 
suggests, befitting the dedication to Hwang’s mentor, 
reedman Will Connell Jr., and drummer Zen matsuura, 
both members of the pioneering collective Commitment.

For more info visit jasonkaohwang.com. Hwang’s album 
release concert is at Prime Produce Sep. 10, as part of Rhythm 
in the Kitchen Festival. See Calendar.

Dynamic Maximum Tension 
Darcy James Argue’s Secret Society (Nonesuch)

by Keith Hoffman

With the release of Infernal Machines in 2009, Vancouver-
born Darcy James Argue, then 33, announced himself the 
enfant terrible of North American music. but the artistic 
success of his Secret Society debut, nominated for both 
a Grammy and Canadian Juno, was many years in the 
making. With his fourth release, Dynamic Maximum 
Tension, Argue, now 48, thanks many of the wide-
ranging influences who have helped shape his slightly 
off-kilter, always inventive and challenging approach to 
making large ensemble music.

Argue told martin Johnson (author of the album’s 
liner notes) that it felt like “our culture today is headed 
in a profoundly dystopian direction.” the answer to this 
problem from this archetypal modernist? Use a largely 
outmoded musical format, the big band, to revisit and 
honor past creators who once instilled us with optimism 
for the boundless future.

One Argue hero, philosopher-futurist buckminster 
Fuller, lies behind the title track. Fuller’s “dymaxion” 
design concept summed up his approach to most 
everything he did: energy efficiency, or maximum gain 
from minimum input. And apparently Fuller loved to go 
stomping at the Savoy, hence another tribute, the tune 
“Single-Cell Jitterbug”. 

trumpeter and teacher Laurie Frink was an original 
member of the Secret Society, as was her devoted protégé, 
Nadje Noordhuis. “All In” is dedicated to Frink (who died 
in 2013) and features an excellent solo from Noordhuis. 
“Your enemies Are Asleep” is a beautiful and profound 
blues, dedicated to the Ukrainian people and trumpeter 
Ingrid Jensen just kills in her solo turn.

the centerpiece of this compelling and ambitious 
album is the massive “tensile Curves”, which comes 
in at almost 35 minutes. Argue takes the concept 
of ellington’s 1937 masterwork “Diminuendo and 
Crescendo in blue” and applies it to tempo. the piece 
starts with a blaring trumpet blast and fast, crashing 
drums. then, with each successive section of the suite, 
the tempo slows, the sound broadens. Near the end, 
guest violinist Sara Caswell executes a powerful and 
moving cadenza on the rare Hardanger d’amore.

 

 

#PEOPLE
Ray Blue (Jazzheads)

by Zachary Weg

As its capitalized title hints, #PEOPLE by ray blue is an 
upbeat celebration of the world’s various peoples. 

“Dark berries” opens the album, with blue’s whirling 
tenor saxophone and featured artist, veteran pianist Kenny 
barron. together they establish a light tone that serves the 
album well. the title track (with barron again) is more 
subdued than the opener but maintains a certain warmth; 
the leader’s assured, almost cool-jazz saxophone playing 
smoothly complements his bandmates essiet essiet (bass) 
and Steve Johns (drums). ”peOpLe” also serves as the 
record’s thesis statement: everyone is beautiful, so let’s 
rejoice in one another’s company, a message that sidesteps 
cliché as blue’s abilities convey an optimistic sentiment 
with subtlety combined with old-fashioned razzle-dazzle. 
the rendition of tom Jobim’s “Dreamer” dips into samba 
rhythms that, bolstered by Alvester Garnett’s drumming 
and Jeff barone’s gentle guitar lines, sizzles with gleeful 
abandon. trumpeter blue mitchell’s “Fungii mama” and 
the original “Cross-Continental Spirit” are similarly playful, 
the latter as vibrant as the album’s multi-colored cover art.

blue takes a position as a citizen of the world, and 
so includes the sounds of the world’s sorrow as well as 
its joys. His tender duet with barron on ellington’s “In 
a Sentimental mood” plays as a bittersweet nocturne for 
dreamers and romantics everywhere. but blue, despite 
his surname, proves to be only slightly melancholic on 
his new album, as “When Sunny Gets blue” and “We’ll be 
together Again” each demonstrate. 

Ultimately, blue is a lover of humanity who wants 
to uplift everybody and on #PEOPLE, he has done so 
with sensitivity and pizzazz.

For more info visit jazzheads.com. Blue is at Governor’s 
Island Festival Sep. 9, Marcus Garvey Park Sep. 23 as part 
of the Coltrane/Miles Ahead Festival and NAAMA Sep. 27. 
See Calendar.

New release from one of Europe’s hottest piano 
trios from the uprising Cologne jazz scene.

Remarkable debut of French drummer 
Tancrède D. Kummer as a composer.
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